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Executive Summary
(a)

This further submission from the Coroners Court of Victoria (CCOV) to
the Inquiry into End of Life Choices, comprises an expanded and
updated overview of the Victorian suicide data described in the 26
August 2015 submission.

(b)

Between 2009 and 2013 there were 240 suicides in Victoria of people
who were experiencing irreversible decline in physical health. These
included 186 suicides where the irreversible decline was linked to
disease, and 54 deaths where it was linked to injury.

(c)

The most frequently used suicide methods among this cohort were
poisoning and hanging, followed by firearms.

1. Background
The Coroners Court of Victoria (CCOV) provided a submission dated 26 August 2015
to the Inquiry into End of Life Choices. The submission included summary information
on Victorian suicides that occurred in a context of irreversibly diminished physical
health during the period 2009-2012.
Coroner Caitlin English, Coroner John Olle and Acting Coroners Prevention Unit
(CPU) Manager Jeremy Dwyer attended the 7 October 2015 meeting of the Standing
Committee on Legal and Social Issues to discuss the submission and the issues being
examined by the Inquiry. The Committee Secretariat subsequently requested that the
CCOV provide an updated and expanded overview of the suicide data described in
the submission; the CPU prepared this memorandum with coronial oversight in
response to the request.

2. Method
This section describes the data source, inclusion criteria, case identification and
analysis process used to produce the data.

21 Data source
The data source was the CCOV's Victorian Suicide Register (VSR), which contains
detailed information on suicide deaths investigated by Victorian coroners. The VSR
includes both deaths that coroners explicitly determined to be suicides, and deaths
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where there was no explicit coronial determination of intent (either because the
death was still under coronial investigation or the coroner completed the
investigation and did not make a finding on intent) but the circumstances were
clearly consistent with suicide. As at 20 May 2016, all suspected Victorian suicides
reported to the CCOV between 2009 and 2013 have been fully coded into the VSR; a
reduced dataset of core variables is available for suicides reported in other years
between 2000 and 2016.

2.2 Inclusion criteria
The CPU included any Victorian suicide death reported between 1 January 2009 and
31 December 2013, where there was evidence the deceased had experienced an
irreversible deterioration in physical health due to disease or injury. Deaths that
occurred in the following circumstances were generally included:
-

The deceased's physical health deteriorated as a result of a diagnosed terminal
disease (for example metastasized cancer, end-stage chronic obstructive airways
disease) where the deceased was expected to die.

-

The deceased's physical health deteriorated as a result of an incurable chronic
disease that was not necessarily expected to cause death in the foreseeable
future; for example Huntington's disease, Parkinson's disease, multiple sclerosis,
diabetes, motor neuron disease, osteoarthritis.

-

The deceased suffered permanent physical incapacity and pain that could not be
relieved as a result of an injury sustained in a motor vehicle collision, workplace
incident or similar.

Deaths that occurred in the following circumstances were generally excluded:
-

The available evidence suggested the deceased's reported physical ill health was
a symptom or manifestation of mental ill health.

-

There was insufficient evidence for the CPU to conclude that the disease or injury
was accompanied by an irreversible deterioration in physical ill health.

-

The deceased was elderly and feared isolation, loss of independence, failing
health or similar, but there was insufficient evidence that an irreversible
deterioration in physical health had already occurred.

2.3 Case identification
The CPU used the VSR to identify all deaths between 2009 and 2013 where the
deceased was flagged as suffering a physical illness, physical injury, pain condition
and/or physical disability, and reviewed any available information in the VSR
describing the nature of the physical ill health to determine whether the case met the
inclusion criteria. The CPU approached the case review process conservatively,
requiring clear evidence of irreversible deterioration, and in many cases seeking
confirmation that evidence explicitly linked the physical ill health to the decision to
suicide.

2.4 Analysis
Relevant deaths were divided into two groups for analysis: those for whom the
irreversible deterioration in physical health was due to disease processes, and those
for whom it was due to injury. The frequency and proportion of deaths by age group,
sex and suicide method were calculated for each group.

2.5 Limitations
The CPU encountered two limitations in the case identification process that may have
impacted on the accuracy of the results reported.
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The first limitation was that relevant deaths were identified only on the basis of the
information available to the VSR coders, which can vary significantly between deaths
depending on a range of factors including how the death was reported, the nature
of the initial Victoria Police investigation, and the coroner’s focus. Where there was
insufficient evidence available regarding physical ill health and its effects on the
deceased, the case was excluded from the study. This has led to a probable undercounting of the actual number of relevant suicides during the period under
examination which met the inclusion criteria.
The second limitation was that the assessment as to whether a deceased person
experienced an irreversible deterioration in physical health was made by CPU coders
who did not have any clinical training. Therefore it is possible that deaths were
wrongly included as relevant - or wrongly excluded as irrelevant - because the coders
did not correctly interpret the available evidence in the VSR regarding the deceased's
physical health.
Additionally, the CPU noted a broader issue with how to conceptualise 'irreversible
deterioration of physical health' as a circumstance in suicides. This study was
predicated on an assumption that there was some utility in grouping together for
examination all suicides that occurred in a context of irreversible deterioration in
physical health. However, analysis of the individual deaths in the course of this study
showed they were highly disparate in terms of the types of disease and injury that led
to irreversible deterioration in physical health, the delay between onset of
deterioration and suicide, the nature of the symptoms associated with the
deterioration, and each individual's subjective experience of and response to the
deterioration. The CPU therefore has noted the possibility that ultimately, the deaths
reported here will come to be understood as representing a range of different suicide
phenomena, and that grouping them together in this study was not ultimately a
useful exercise.

3. Deaths
The CPU identified 240 deaths that met the inclusion criteria; they accounted for
8.3% of the 2879 Victorian suicides that occurred between 2009 and 2013. For
analysis the deaths were divided by aetiology of irreversible decline in physical
health: disease (n = 186) or injury (n = 54).
Among the suicides in a context of disease, most deceased were suffering from
multiple diseases, the most frequent of which included:
-

Cancer in approximately 50% of deaths.

-

Diabetes in approximately 10% of deaths.

-

Arthritis in approximately 10% of deaths.

-

Cardiovascular disease in approximately 8% of deaths.

-

Parkinson’s disease in approximately 5% of deaths.

-

Huntington’s disease in approximately 4% of deaths.

Examples of combinations of diseases included:
-

Hepatitis C, neuropathy, anaemia and osteoporosis.

-

Hypotension, osteoarthritis and lumbosacral spondylolysis.

-

Diabetes, hypertension and glaucoma.

-

Chronic obstructive airways disease and congestive cardiac failure.

Among the suicides in a context of injury, the most frequently occurring injuries were
associated with:
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-

Motor vehicle collisions in approximately 50% of deaths.

-

Workplace injuries in approximately 25% of deaths.

Table 1(a) shows the frequency of suicides by age group and sex among those
experiencing irreversible physical decline linked to disease; table 1(b) shows this for
the injury cohort.
Table 1a Frequency of suicides by sex and age group, among of people experiencing
irreversible physical decline linked to disease, Victoria 2009-2013.
Age Group

Male

Female

Combined

10 to 24

1

0

1

25 to 34

3

0

3

35 to 44

10

6

16

45 to 54

15

8

23

55 to 64

30

11

41

65 to 74

24

11

35

75 to 84

37

8

45

85 and over

19

3

22

139

47

186

All

Table 1b Frequency of suicides by sex and age group, among of people experiencing
irreversible physical decline linked to injury, Victoria 2009-2013.
Age Group

Male

Female

Combined

10 to 24

2

0

2

25 to 34

6

1

7

35 to 44

10

3

13

45 to 54

12

5

17

55 to 64

9

0

9

65 to 74

1

1

2

75 to 84

1

2

3

85 and over

0

1

1

41

13

54

All

Deceased in the injury-linked group were generally younger than in the group
where the irreversible physical decline was linked to disease. This might be consistent
with the increasing impact of symptoms in many diseases – particularly degenerative
diseases – over time, and the decreasing ability with age to tolerate the effects of
disease.
Table 2 shows the suicide methods used by the deceased who were suffering
irreversible physical decline linked with disease and injury. Poisoning was the most
frequently used suicide method in both groups (74 deaths in total, or 31% of the 240
deaths), followed by hanging (27%) and firearms (14%). The CPU identified the
following notable features of the methods:
-

Poisoning was a more frequently used suicide method than hanging in the
irreversible physical decline cohort. This contrasted with suicide across the
Victorian population as a whole during the period 2009-2013, where hanging
was by far the most prevalent suicide method (49% of suicides) and poisoning
was less common (16% of suicides). This might at least partly reflect access to
means among those suffering irreversible physical decline: the overwhelming
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majority of these poisoning suicides involved pharmaceutical drugs prescribed to
the deceased to treat their health issues.
-

Firearms accounted for 14% of the suicides in the irreversible physical decline
cohort (all of whom were males), whereas firearm suicide was far less prevalent
among Victorian suicides generally (just under 6% of all Victorian suicides in the
period 2009-2013 involved firearms).

-

The “threat to breathing” suicides involved variations on the Exit bag method
championed by Exit International, usually using helium or nitrogen as the
irrespirable atmosphere.
Table 2. Frequency and proportion of suicide methods among all suicides, and among
suicides of people experiencing irreversible physical deterioration caused by disease and
injury, Victoria 2009-2013.
Suicide method

Disease

Injury

Combined

Poisoning

54

20

74

Hanging

45

19

64

Firearm

29

5

34

Threat to breathing

18

1

19

Motor vehicle exhaust

7

6

13

Rail

7

1

8

Jump from height

7

0

7

Sharp object

4

1

5

15

1

16

186

54

240

Other methods
All
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